				How to get high level in runescape																															Purchase a weapon (ideally a scimitar, since it has the best combination of speed and power) made of the best metal you can wield. Check the in-game guide by clicking on your attack skill, and you will see a popup of all the different metals you can use. 
On your attack menu, there should be a controlled fighting option, usually coming third on the list. Most often, this will be called "lunge." 
Buy a multitude of strength potions. These can be made in P2P(members) with herblore. Additionally, raise your prayer level so you can use some defense prayers, and bring along some good food. Go to Varrock,and by the east gate there is some training dummies.Do not use your Strength potions,but keep attacking them.They always give you exp,but you can only train attack up to level 9. 
Find a spot populated by many monsters a few levels lower than you are. A good place to do this is in the Stronghold of Security. Go down the hole in the middle of Barbarian Village (west of Varrock) to get there. Start killing the monsters that fit the "slightly below your level" range. 
Be sure to drink a Strength potion whenever your strength level goes to the normal amount. A higher strength level, even temporarily, will make you hit harder, which means more experience points (xp) faster. Keep an eye on your health, and eat food whenever it gets low. Be sure to pick up drops and bury bones. 
Once you are on your last bits of food, turn on your defense prayer. The monsters will hit you less, so you can stay there longer. Be sure you recharge at an altar when you're done, though. 

Monks
Bring a cheese string if you are not level 20 or higher. 
Go to the monks near the wilderness (its scary down there) 
Hit the monks and keep that up until you reach the level you want your player to reach. 
																																											How to kill a high level monster on runescape																											Read the things you'll need. 
To get your prayer up buy a lot of dragon bones and bury them until you get lvl 43 prayer. 
Buy some prayer potions for approx. 5.5k each. 
Get your weapons ready and go to a high level monster. 
Before you attack the monster, switch on your protect from melee prayer. 
If you're running low on prayer, drink some of your prayer potions. 
There are armor types (initiate), robe types (monk) and jewelry (blessed symbol) that can make prayer last longer. 
Keep attacking it until you kill it. 
																																												How to be good at runescape																																Get to know the map, this will make Runescape less complicated. 
Make friends, at some point you will get bored and want someone to talk to. 
Make some gold, Here is a quick guide to making money: (Please note that the January 2, 2008 update killed off almost every way to use these methods; the 3k+ Trade Limit) 
·	Members: Buy Water-filled vials.You want to buy them from the Ardougne general store. The go onto the forums and sell them for 250 gold each no more, no less 
·	Members: Once you have around 1 million gold, you may want to start merchanting (What people in RuneScape call the practice of buying low and selling high) Rune or Dragon Items, or perhaps something else you believe can be made into profit. It is best to sell items in World 2 for Members. 
·	Free-Players: Kill cows for cow hides, bank and continue until you have 100 (about 3.3 runs). Sell this 100 for 10k at Al-Kharid bank. 
·	Free-Players: Kill chickens and sell the feathers 4-7 each, or buy feathers 3 each and then sell them 4-7 each. 
·	Freeplayers and members: Air Run See the Air Running guide on WikiHow here -> [[1]]. Once you have 60k from that, buy bronze arrows from the Varrock Archery Shop, they cost 6gp each and sell for 20gp each. Now you have 200k! =) 
Once you have a good amount of money, buy cooked lobsters for 200-220 gp. Remember to be firm with your price when re-selling for 240+. 
Train hard, here's another quick guide: 
·	Members: The only Rock Crabs in the game are in the Members' Area of Relleka. They look like boulders but when you approach them they pop up and attack your player. They have 50 hp, they give 200 experience points per kill, and they're only level 13! 
·	Free players: When you start, goblins are best. When you're about level 10, start experimenting up to level 20. 
·	Level 20- Guards at Falador or Varrok until level 30. 
·	Level 30- Hill giants. You will need to buy a Brass Key in order to get into the shack just west/north west of Varrock, or you can walk to Edgeville and go down the ladder, although there are stronger monsters on the way, there is a brass key near the ladder out so you can get in quicker later. 
·	Level 40- Anything(Except Lesser Demons, and Elvarg), but you may want to try start your luck killing other players in the Wilderness area (Commonly called PKing, for Player-Killing)attack white knights at fally as well 
·	Level 60- If you haven't already, try your luck killing the Elvarg, the Dragon from the Dragon Slayer quest. Of course, be sure to bring food and armor, and the Anti-dragon Shield!bring str pots as well 
·	Level 70+ - Kill Lesser Demons, Rock Crabs, Ogres, and any other monster that you feel are safe to kill. Generally, try not too go too overboard and fight things over 60 levels higher than you. 
Get to know your surroundings. 
Get your character to higher levels through training - but remember to have fun! 
If you have a question about an item, or how to get something, ask someone, however, if they would not like to talk, do not annoy them. This can give you a bad reputation! Just check the RuneScape Official Forums, or ask a more experienced friend. 
Don't think you can get high level stuff that other people have acquired; you have to work for it. 
Get your other things up besides combat. Don't focus on just one skill. 
Play fair, don't break the rules, and don't act in an offensive or insulting manner with other players. 
If you are having trouble finding information from your friends, the Knowledge Base, or the Forums, visit a Fansite! Try to stick to more well known sites, however, as some RuneScape Fansites do contain keyloggers or other malware. 
If you are annoyed that you can't kill anyone, make a strength pure. DO NOT attempt to drop trade anything between accounts or you WILL MOST LIKELY BE CAUGHT. Besides, due to the infamous January 2nd update, you can no longer trade anything that exceeds a certain limit, based on your Quest Points. Instead, obtain strength pure items and food and start training till you get 5 attack and 20 strength, then get 30 strength 10 attack, 40 strength, 20 attack, 30 attack 45 strength, 40 attack 55 strength, 50 attack, 70 strength 60 attack, 80 strength! then you will be very good. If you do this right you can be hitting 15s at level 40! 
																						How to become a player moderator on runescape																											Create a new account. If you have any other accounts that have ever received reports, even if they are cleared, use a different IP address. You will want a completely fresh start. Pick a good name - something offensive or stupid will penalize the already slim chances of achieving moderator status. 
Play the game fairly. If you need some quick cash, consider upping a few skills, or doing the 'Stronghold of Security' challenge for a rather easy 10,000 GP. Do not scam or deceive others for your unfair advantage. 
Obey all Runescape rules. Following this, bite your tongue if someone offends or angers you. You can always ignore them, both by using the right-click 'ignore' feature, and by not caring what they say. 
Report unfair or offensive behavior. Use all report forms correctly, do not gloat about it afterwards, and do not submit false reports. Being called "Noob" is not report-worthy. 
Be noticed. Being a well-liked player is a good thing. If you can, befriend other moderators. If you have forums access, find kind forum-moderators - never underestimate the power of a good word from someone. While Jagex hand-picks moderators based on ability, there is always discussion between player, forum, and JaGEx moderators about who next is worthy. 
Assist other players. Moderators are notoriously good people. Aside from filing reports and being kind, assisting other players is key. If someone is confused or stuck, help them to the best of your ability. Do not be taken advantage of, or give mis-information. If you do not know, say so. 
Be polite, and be a good writer. Use proper spelling and grammar. Minimize abbreviations and net-speak. Avoid "L33t Sp33k" and swearing religiously; it garners you no respect. 
Train your player. Enjoy the game; make this player useful and good. Try to get him/her to at least level 50-60 combat, as that is a level which begins to gather respect.(allthough JAGeX does not base selection on level) 
Keep your account secure. Keeping your account secure is a vital step if you want to become a player moderator. You should make a hard password. For example: h78e52a1s6. Another thing is recovery questions. Make recovery questions hard and true. 
Be excellent to each other. Also respect the other players at all moments during the game. 


